1. At its meeting on 6 July 1982, the Sub-Committee on Adjustment decided to set up a Technical Sub-Group entrusted inter alia with the task of securing information relevant to its work, and the analysis of such information in the light of the mandate of the Sub-Committee. Furthermore, the Technical Sub-Group was required to report to the Sub-Committee as necessary, in order to enable it to examine a report which in the autumn of 1983 be forwarded for consideration by the Textiles Committee.

2. The Technical Sub-Group met on 19 January 1983 and agreed that two questionnaires (GATT/AIR/UNNUMBERED A and B) would be sent to participating members requesting information which should reach the secretariat not later than 15 May 1983.

3. As of 9 August 1983, the secretariat has received replies from nineteen participants: Argentina, Austria, Canada, EEC, Egypt, Finland, Hong Kong, Hungary, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Macao, Pakistan, Peru, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey and the United States. These replies are reproduced as addenda to this document with the following numbering:

   Argentina Add.1   Korea Add.11
   Austria Add.2    Macao Add.12
   Canada Add.3     Pakistan Add.13
   EEC Add.4        Peru Add.14
   Egypt Add.5      Sweden Add.15
   Finland Add.6    Switzerland Add.16
   Hong Kong Add.7  Thailand Add.17
   Hungary Add.8    Turkey Add.18
   Indonesia Add.9  United States Add.19
   Japan Add.10

Submissions from other participating countries will be similarly issued as and when they are forthcoming.

1 Including member States, with the exception of Belgium, France and Greece.